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INTRODUCTION

This paper examines the Canadian Aboriginal fiscal inter-governmental system by comparing it to other countries, and also focuses on the key characteristics of the Canadian system.

Over the last 20 years governments have decentralized power and responsibilities in response to an increasingly competitive global economy. This has led them to strengthen the responsibilities of their regional and local governments. Key to this process are central governments’ attempts to structure and restructure their local and regional governance systems to articulate – that is link - the social and economic development of each community into the global economy. This articulation – and re-articulation – has tremendous influence on the implementation of local and regional systems of governance. In particular, it results in a tug-of-war between some fundamental principles of government, specifically between principles of autonomy and responsibility of each government level, and efficiency and democratic accountability.

As a result of these on-going decentralizing reforms, contemporary local and regional governments are more often made up of elected officials that are accountable to their local and regional electorates. Their resources are increasingly dependent on local wealth and local tax revenues; increased financial, democratic and managerial stress follows, as well as more policy responsibilities. The most successful regional governance systems are those that are best able to adapt to these changes, while also being sensitive to local and regional-specific culture, tradition, and history. This is the environment that sets the current context of fiscal inter-governmental relations in Canada.

I begin with an overview of fiscal intergovernmental relations in France, Mexico, Australia and Germany in order to place Canadian-Aboriginal fiscal relations into an international comparative context. The remainder of the paper is divided into six sections that address successively the legal and constitutional dimension of these relations, the revenues, functions and responsibilities of Aboriginal communities and First Nations, their relations with the Federal department of Indian and Northern Affairs Canada (INAC), their fiscal and financial reality, and finally concludes with a discussion on recent trends.

The overarching argument is that inter-governmental relations play a part in maintaining the social and economic underdevelopment of First Nations. First, whereas Canadian fiscal inter-governmental relations in general are based on principles that are flexible and decentralize power among different government levels that are considered equal partners, in contrast, Canadian-Aboriginal relations are based on a rigid top-down system of government similar to those found in France and Mexico. These relations, either regulated under the Indian Act or under self-governance agreements, lead to a system of mixed governance that do not allow for a successful articulation of social and economic development of Aboriginal communities into the global economy. In other words, this paper argues that contrary to the recognition of the principle of self-government, administrative Aboriginal-Federal inter-governmental relations actually produce relations
of dependence. The data presented in this paper makes the case that these relations of dependence take varied forms of jurisdictional, administrative, and financial dependency, all of which are also used to justify poor funding levels.

1- Comparing Fiscal Inter-governmental Relations

Fiscal Intergovernmental Relations in France, Mexico, Australia and Germany

Fiscal relations often characterize the governance and inter-governmental relations of a country. In short, the nature of these relations tells us a great deal about the nature of the governance of a given country. Clearly, fiscal relations greatly influence what lower-level governments can do and how they do it, and, how successful they may be. Furthermore, the governance of fiscal relations may enhance, or limit, what lower level governments can do to compete in the global economy as they strive to advance their social and economic development.

This section compares the systems of France, Mexico, Australia and Germany in order to draw general lessons that will be helpful to assess Canadian - Aboriginal relations with the Federal and provincial governments.

i) France and Mexico – top-down centralized fiscal relations

France is the archetypical example of a top-down-centralized government system. All powers are concentrated at the center. Fiscal relations consist of conditional grants and tax-sharing mechanisms. Conditional grants are usually attached to transfers of responsibilities. This system is praised for it redistributive capacity. It centralized control and equitable redistribution at the highest government level. But, it has also been criticized for not addressing the issue of the level of public service and concurrent cost. Despite indexation on inflation and on GDP growth, the central government has not devolved adequate funding to guarantee public service quality standards. For example the transfer of the responsibility for high schools to regional governments in the 1980s actually cost French regions four times as much as the conditional grant allocations. The mechanism of tax sharing allows central government to procure either a specific portion or all the revenues necessary for the delivery of a policy to regions and other local governments. This mechanism, however, has been used by central government to “re-centralize.” Since the 1980s French local governments saw the proportion of their own revenue sources reduced from about 52% to about 45%.

Similarly, in Mexico a great proportion of local revenues come from the central government. These include about 70% of all local resources, including about 34% in conditional grants. Local taxes, including user fees, and fines, and loans constitute the remaining 30% of municipal revenues.

Both in Mexico and France, local communities struggle to control their revenue sources and to carry out their responsibilities as conditional grant systems and tax sharing agreements contribute to their financial instability. In both cases central governments use
grants mechanisms to control the policy activities of local governments. Both systems have been criticized because central governments use grants to control the activities of local governments. Financial relations are unstable because from one year to the next funding levels vary. Also, central government funding rarely take into accounts increasing costs.

ii) Australia and Germany – decentralized Federal fiscal relations

Both Australia and Germany have decentralized Federal fiscal relations, which means that their local governments’ major sources of funding result from local taxes, or funding schemes controlled by local governments. In Australia, the financial prerogatives of local governments are set by State laws (similar to Canadian Provinces). The revenues of local governments have been stable at about 1.2% of GDP, and are made up of their own revenues for 83%, and transfers of payments for 13% (this figure has varied from about 12 to about 17% over the last 20 years). As a result, Australian local governments are amongst the most autonomous of the western world.

In Germany, it is notable that local governments’ revenues primarily arise from local revenues; overall, 35% of all revenues come from local taxes, 11% come from user fees, and 32% from Federal and provincial grants. The remaining 21% come from various sources of revenues including European funds. What is significant is that in Germany the largest part of local governments’ fiscal resources does not come from central governments.

Both in Germany and Australia (like in Canada) local governments have achieved a high degree of fiscal autonomy unheard of in France and Mexico. Fiscal autonomy entrenches stability of revenues and of funding levels across policy arenas. Central governments do not control, but negotiate inter-governmental policies with local governments, including increasing costs.

In our four examples, local government revenue sources vary significantly, but it is clear that those with the highest levels of local revenues are the most autonomous. This is an important finding, but it would be an oversimplification to assume that centrally administrated grants always reduce the autonomy of local governments. Central government policies can either be perceived as controlling or on the contrary may contribute to greater local autonomy; they can also dramatically increase or reduce dependency on the local economic wealth. In other words, when downloading responsibilities central governments can also equalize revenues by redistributing wealth through grants. There is a lot of evidence that block grants enhance local autonomy while conditional grants may turn out to be financial “straight jackets.” Certainly, when changing local-central relations and when allocating responsibilities and resources, central governments attempt to reach a balance. Downloading responsibilities with large political return along with the appropriate resource levels is likely to strengthen the autonomy of local communities, whereas downloading responsibilities that are unpopular and politically difficult along with limited or diminishing resources will increase local managerial, administrative and political pressures and tensions, and also undermine the
autonomy of local communities. It is important to note that the literature on this fine balance suggests that the influence local and regional elites have on the national political system at large is a fundamental element of such systems. The literature shows that a local political voice at the center is fundamental because it is the presence and representation of local elites in institutions of central government which is critical to the formation of policies that address local needs. Clearly, this is not the case in Canada where too few aboriginal chiefs are also provincial or federal members of parliament. Aboriginals and First nations do not have a good provincial and federal political representation first because of their relative size in populations; only about 3% of the overall Canadian population is of Aboriginal or First Nation origin. Second, because even in proportion to their population size, they do not participate nor take part in local, provincial and federal politics.

iii) What do we learn from these four countries when compared to Canada?

Inter-governmental relations in Canada are characterized as Federal because the constitution divides the works of the Federal and Provincial governments according to areas of responsibilities. The literature on Canadian fiscal Federalism describes the system as modernizing, flexible and tending toward greater efficiency. Canadian municipalities are qualified as the “creatures of Provinces” because their existence and powers result from Provincial legislation, but Canadian municipalities raise a very large portion of their revenues from local property taxes, user fees and development charges, and are responsible for wide policy areas. This system compares well with the Australian and German systems where local governments have great autonomy. All in all, the Canadian fiscal system is deemed to be flexible enough to provide for regional diversity, decentralization, de-concentration, and innovation and responsiveness to local/regional demands. Indeed, Dennison argues that two essential mechanisms ground successful fiscal governance in Canada; strong institutions from the top down - from the central government to local communities - and strong inter-governmental linkages that keep information flows across vast and complex government networks that include local governments, Provinces and central government departments and agencies. These networks accommodate the evolving governance that over the last 20 years has become administratively, jurisdictionally, and financially more decentralized, i.e. giving more power to lower government levels, which ensuring adequate resources.

iv) How does the financial and fiscal relations and powers of Aboriginal communities and First nations of Canada compare with French, Mexican, Australian, German and Canadian local governments?

Not well; the literature on Aboriginal fiscal governance and fiscal inter-governmental relations suggests that First Nations have been excluded from the historical and contemporary discussion on Canadian fiscal federalism. For instance, in “Paying for Self-Determination,” Frances Abele and Michael Prince argue that First Nations are kept in a fiscal “straight jacket,” and that there is a need to “indigenize federalism.” These recommendations, among others, have led to recent Federal inter-governmental and governance reforms: A number of key bills created four new tax and statistical First
Nations government-bodies, including: the *First Nations Tax Commission, the First Nations Finance Authority, the First Nations Financial Management Board, and the First Nations Statistical Institution*. All four new Federal bodies, legislated in March 2005, participate in an effort to organize and monitor the collection of local revenues for Aboriginal communities from property taxes to treaty agreements.\(^{10}\) The literature on intergovernmental relations also suggests that the urbanization\(^ {11}\) of the Aboriginal population is resulting in complex relations where responsibilities and jurisdiction have been dysfunctional. Yet, in this domain Federal, Provincial and municipal governments are tightly entangled. For instance, Canada West Foundation president, Roger Gibbins, has argued that the Federal government cannot escape at least residual responsibility for the off-Reserve Aboriginal population, and that Provinces are also tied in because of their social service obligations that concern all provincial residents.\(^ {12}\) He also points to municipalities that cannot ignore that an increasing percentage of the Aboriginal population is urban (up to 20%). It is a population that faces disproportionate problems of homelessness and drug abuse among others, and is affected by inner-city decay. In short, Gibbins argues that Aboriginals should be brought to the inter-governmental table. However, the current situation is inconsistent, and unsystematic.\(^ {13}\) The remainder of this paper details these relations looking first at the constitutional and legal environment.

### 2- The Constitutional, Legal and Fiscal Position of Aboriginal people and First Nations in Canada

The constitutional position of First Nations and other Aboriginal peoples appears to be a point of debate but in fact the Federal Government of Canada and Canadian courts have recognized the principle of self-government of First Nations since 1997.\(^ {14}\) Though recognized in principle this jurisprudence is still in debate and confusion with regard to the degree to which this power is exercised. This jurisprudence also raises other important issues regarding urban Aboriginals, Métis, Inuit, and First Nations.\(^ {15}\) The *Indian Act* limits the Federal government responsibility to “registered” or “status” Indians, and therefore transfers de facto primary responsibility of all Aboriginals to the Provinces. However, from a legal perspective there is no clear division of responsibilities between Federal and Provincial governments. Provincial government officials would insist that there is a clear division of responsibilities – and that primary responsibility rests with the Federal government, but there is a lot of evidence, which show that relations are complex and ill defined. Both levels of governments have been hesitant to engage in policy making targeting urban Aboriginals. In turn, it seems that urban Aboriginals do not receive the same level of services as other Canadians, or First Nations people living on Reserves.\(^ {16}\)

What is surprising is that this lack of constitutional clarity does not “fit” with the generally accepted view that Canadian federalism is functional, decentralized, flexible and efficient. On the one hand, Canadian governments recognize rights of self-governments, yet also do not clearly address their policy responsibilities regarding off Reserve Aboriginals. Those two issues clearly polarize the Federal and Provincial positions regarding Aboriginal people.
The next section outlines the fiscal and functional top-down control exercised by central government departments over Aboriginal communities and First Nations. The argument is that over the last ten years, despite institutional and legal changes, Ottawa has been very slow in addressing the recommendation of the 1996 Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples. In particular, it has failed to re-organize its financial and fiscal responsibilities toward Aboriginal communities and First Nations.

3- Revenues, Functions and Responsibilities

Today, the Federal Government spends about $9.1 billion yearly on Aboriginal people policies, which concern about 1.4 million individuals across Canada. Specifically, in 2006, there were 615 First Nations, accounting for 748,371 individuals, with 397,980 living on Reserves, 24,203 on Crown land, and about 326,188 living off Reserve. Interestingly, the percentage of registered individuals residing on Reserve and Crown lands has decreased from 71% in 1982 to 56% in 2005. This indicates significant increase in the number of First Nations living off Reserve.¹⁷

The average per capita expenditures of all Canadian governments on non-indigenous Canadians stands at about $15,000/$16,000, while it is only about $9,000 for Aboriginal Peoples.¹⁸ While there is some debate regarding the way this is calculated, it is clear that spending for First Nations and other Canadian Aboriginals is way below par with spending on non-indigenous Canadians.¹⁹ There is, therefore, a serious issue of equity that helps explain why services to Aboriginals are not held to standards for non-Aboriginal Canadians.

The central cause for this funding deficit is found in the budget practices of the Federal department of Indian and Northern Affairs Canada. The budgetary exercise of INAC limits annual budgetary increases to two percent. This has resulted in the pauperization of public services for Aboriginals. Furthermore, First Nations annual funding formulas are capped under inflation rate and population increase. In 2005 Canada’s Auditor General commented that spending on First Nations programs had increased by 1.6% between 1999 and 2004 while population growth had increased by 11.6%. In a recent press release, Phil Fontaine, the National Chief of the Assembly of First Nations, compared these figures to the Canada Health and Social Transfer, which have grown by 6.6% yearly, and are set to grow by 33% between 2004 and 2009.²⁰

Similarly, funding of the Health Canada’s First Nations and Inuit Health Branch is also capped at 3% yearly for the next ten years.²¹ This is forecasted to lead to a shortfall of about $2 billion over the next five years. The Assembly of First Nations estimates of the average community shortfall are 9% and 14% respectively for 2007 and in 2008. Clearly, Canadian Federal Aboriginal programs are unable to match program spending with program growth. This will only contribute to increasing the economic and social difficulties within Canadian Aboriginal communities. In other words, the current budgeting formula fosters an environment leading to managerial, administrative and political difficulties for Aboriginal leaders and managers.
Some scholars and policy makers argue that the revenue levels of Aboriginal communities should expand through an increase in their own tax bases and the development of appropriate tax instruments to raise tax revenues. This issue is not as straightforward as it seems.

First, while most local government systems across the world do contribute a portion of their own resources, these vary a great deal from only a few percent in Mexico to over 70% in Australia. Second, in the Canadian Aboriginal case, the recent tax reforms started in the late 1980s and mid 1990s are still in the implementation phase, and treaty negotiations are only progressively being settled. Clearly, these reforms are unlikely to contribute significantly to revenues until implemented across the country over the next years. In other words, what is needed is a proper equalization-type system that would reflect needs, costs and revenue raising capacity.\(^{22}\)

These findings should not be surprising, as these issues have previously been identified by the 1996 Royal Commission on Aboriginal People (RCAP). The RCAP had argued that “the main policy direction, pursued for over 150 years, first by colonial then by Canadian governments, has been wrong.” The RCAP had suggested that Canada had to “close the economic gap between Aboriginal peoples and non-Aboriginal people by 50% and improve social conditions in the next 20 years.”\(^{23}\)

Canadian Federal and Provincial officials have long known that there are both policy and economic gaps to be addressed. For instance, these issues were present in the mind of all the signatories of the Kelowna Communiqué, one of the last major policy initiatives of the Liberal government of Paul Martin. All the Provinces, Territories and First Nations, in a bid to address Native fiscal imbalance issues, had ratified it, and pledged that $5.1 billion over the next five years were necessary to redress fiscal Aboriginal imbalances in policy areas such as education, housing, health care, and economic development. These policy programs were to target on-Reserve and off-Reserve individuals. One of the goals was the transfer of home ownership to Reserve residents to allow for the implementation of a property tax system. The plan committed $812 million in 2006, $830 million in 2007 and was to reach $1.2 billion in 2010. However, the current government appears hesitant to act upon this agreement, contending that it had not been budgeted for.

The evidence presented in the above two sections makes clear that the non-specific nature of the constitutional text regarding Aboriginal fiscal resources (a provision that now exists in a centralized country such as France, or in Federal countries such as Australia, Germany) means that Canadian Aboriginal fiscal resources will always depend on the government of the day. At the very least, their financial autonomy is not guaranteed. And, the current debates on Aboriginal resources suggest that issues of fiscal equity will remain high on the agenda of the Assembly of First Nations and low on that of Canadian Parliament. Political science research points to the importance of local representation at the centre for local issues to be addressed by government. This is not the case in Canada – the number of Aboriginal members of parliament or elected MLAs\(^{24}\) in Provincial governments, which is very low, may be an interesting indicator of this issue. Furthermore, while caps on budget increases have some historical significance, today
they simply justify a fiscal policy of inadequate funding. The traditional financial control by central government state officials is the topic of the next section. It suggests that the current centralizing features of the INAC, which focus on control over public finances, are not likely to recede in the near future.

4 - INAC Relations and Reporting Arrangements with First Nations and Aboriginal Communities

INAC a decentralized but centralizing and highly controlling organization

The Federal department of Indian and Northern Affairs Canada was set up in 1966 and became responsible for Indian and Inuit affairs in 1970. Today, it administers over 50 statutes, notably the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development Act, the Indian Act, and other territorial acts. INAC provides and coordinates the provision of national programs such as the Family Allowance, Old Age Security and Unemployment Insurance for Aboriginal communities and First Nations. It also provides funding and programs for education, social assistance, social housing, and infrastructures. Since the mid 1990s most of those programs are actually administered by Aboriginal and First Nations. It is notable that each of INAC ten regional offices actually advertises the percentage amount of funds that it does not administer directly. For instance, in Saskatchewan and in British Columbia, 98% and 95.5% of the funds are administered directly by First Nations and other Aboriginal governments.

In 2006-07 INAC managed about $9.1 billion in fund, with about 4500 full time employees, about 20% of which worked in regional offices. The Federal department focused its efforts on the implementation of five major programs: the Government, the People, the Land, the Economy and the Office of the Federal Interlocutor. The overarching goals of these five programs are to provide good governance, effective institutions and cooperative relations with First Nations, Inuit and Northerners. Policy objectives include enhancing individual and family well-being on the basis of strict performance measures, and the development of a national well-being barometer to promote sustainable policy usage of the land, and to foster economic development. Also, a Federal Interlocutor is to facilitate the relations between Métis, urban First Nations and other Aboriginal, and Federal departments, and to help the work of other government departments and agencies. For instance, it is through INAC that the Federal government delivers Province-like and municipal-like programs to Canadian Aboriginals. The Federal department actually spend 85% of all its resources for the delivery of programs and services specific to Reserves.

The top down administration of these programs has become more and more complicated, in particular because, with time, many government department activities and programs have begun to overlap. Regional inter-governmental tables remain powerless instruments to address those issues.

In the end, while INAC widely claims that it is decentralized, however, the department is primarily de-concentrated – that is centralized and centralizing relying on field offices
and officials across Canada to help in the tight administration of centrally designed programs. It focuses its efforts on the conception, control and the performance and evaluation or measurement its centrally designed programs and relies on provincial offices to administer all those policies.25

Decentralization, on the other hand, would mean greater financial, administrative, legislative and judicial independence of First Nations governments. The reality is that responsibilities are devolved by contracts to First Nation and/or Aboriginal Federal institutions and/or band governments. Thus devolution is only administrative and tightly regulated by contracts. Devolution of powers is submitted to stringent controls that are unknown by any other local or provincial governments in Australia, Germany or Canada. Also, there is little evidence of Canadian wide, and systematic, mechanisms of coordination, and of cooperation processes for the evaluation, design, funding and implementation of all these programs serving Aboriginal and First Nation communities.

Hence, despite the recognition of the principle of self government, the central administration in Ottawa implements a controlling policy. The following section shows how contractual relations organize the administrative compliance of Aboriginal communities to administrative rules regarding Federal funding and policy goals. Indeed, funding instruments give limited policy freedom to First Nations. These are tied into strict mechanisms of financial accountability.

**Funding instruments**

Today, there are basically three possible types of funding agreements that Aboriginal communities and First Nations can sign with INAC’s Department of Transfer Payment Directorate. To do so, it relies on funding templates. All access to funding schemes are bound by accountability requirements, including transparency, disclosure, redress and that also underscore local accountability of local decision making.

1. The *Comprehensive Funding Arrangement* (CFA) is a program budgeted funding of one year. The CFA basically reimburses actual expenditures.

2. The *First Nations Funding Agreement* (FNFA) is a block-budgeted funding arrangement that may last five years. This funding mechanism includes the delegation of some authority to the signatory First Nation band council, including the program design and delivery, and management of the funds so as to fit the band’s need, but it is subjected to minimum standards such as maintaining specific service standards.

3. The *Canada First Nations Funding Agreement* (CFNFA) is also a five-year block-grant agreement that allows Federal department initiatives to regroup funding and program activities into one funding agreement with First Nations and bands.
Despite rights of self-governance, Aboriginal and First Nations freedom is drastically constrained by these contracts. The legal, administrative and political autonomy of bands is limited by contracts because even in the case of the CFNFA (a block grant), the band council(s) is very much accountable to one or more Federal departments, and to their policy priorities. For instance, in 2006 INAC acknowledged contracting about $1 billion using DFNFA and CFNFA contracts – this is only $1 billion out of a $9 billions budget. Also, none of these three funding templates provide much financial freedom to First Nations. Financial freedom would, more typically depend on a per-capital allocation of funds toward broad social, economic and political goals; and all policy initiatives would result from primarily local need while taking into account provincial and Federal goals. Funding would be allocated in the form of block grants that would include a significant portion of equalization funds. In contrast, the current funding levels are generally inadequate because they do not include significant equalization funds, and focus on the reporting systems imposed through funding. As illustrated in the following section these keep First Nation and Aboriginal communities focused on Federal policy objectives, rather than their own community goals.

**Reporting instruments**

In 2002, then Canada’s Auditor General Sheila Fraser assailed the “crazy quilt” of audits INAC imposes on First Nation and Aboriginal communities. But little changed since then, INAC enforces three categories of reporting instruments: *Financial reporting, non-financial reporting and remedial management interventions*. Each one of them relies on the intervention of independent auditors or consultants that have to agree with and certify the financial statement of the reporting organization. Each type of reporting instrument is also related to a procedure carrying varying administrative freedom. The remedial management procedure withdraws all administrative and managerial freedom, and basically places a First Nation or Aboriginal organization under the tutelage of a consultant appointed by INAC. The other two categories of instruments give more administrative freedom.

Each year, First Nations and other Aboriginal organizations are required to produce an annual financial statement, which is reviewed and certified by an auditor. This audited statement is an important document because it is the basis of all relations between INAC and the First Nation. On the basis of the financial situation INAC assesses whether policy goals and financial requirements have been met or not.

Every year each First Nation is to produce “various reports” on its policy activities to verify that the usage of funds is coherent with all INAC funding agreements. INAC uses these reports to control the financial and policy management of First Nation communities. When policy and funding goals are not met, INAC takes “remedial action.” Two major reasons may lead to “remedial action,” an 8% budget deficit, or decisions that interfere with essential services being delivered.

These reports are extremely important to the relationship First Nations have with INAC. They focus on four broad assessment criteria: First, First Nation councils must meet the
terms and conditions of the agreement that the external/independent auditor agrees with their reports. Second, financial books must be in order. Third any deficit should remain under 8%. And fourth, the health safety and welfare of First Nation must not be compromised.

When INAC assessments show an infringement in one of those areas, INAC may launch a process to redress the situation following a three-step process.

First, it may ask the First Nation contractor to submit and approve a Remedial Management Plan. If the assessments, however, suggest that the First Nation is faced with a capacity issue to address the issues at stake, INAC may elect to appoint a Co-manager. Finally, when the assessments suggest that the First Nation contractor is not able/willing to address the issues at stake, then INAC is able to appoint a Third Party Manager, whom will take away from the band council all decision making powers to redress the issues at stake.

Clearly, these funding instruments give INAC and its auditors and consultant tremendous amount of control over the administrative, managerial and political decision of First Nations. These allow INAC policy makers and public officials, or their appointed representatives, to enforce control as a principle of administrative management, and from a centrally designed policy perspective that may only marginally accommodate Aboriginal communities. Together, these controlling schemes and the annual reduction of resources redistributed put First Nations administrators in increasingly difficult positions. They are accountable to INAC for their administrative, managerial and financial decisions in a context in which population increases means that demands are increasing, and where resources are progressively being reduced or at best are stable. In the end, the administrative and financial position of most First Nations and Aboriginal communities are in a bind in which balanced budgets are impossible exercise.

5- Reality Check

For the last 10 years, the Federal government has been aware of serious difficulties affecting First Nations basic infrastructure. For instance, a 2003 report indicated that First Nations water systems rated below a safe and healthy drinking water level.26 Overall, 29%, or 281 of the 740 community water systems reached the high-risk level. The study indicated that in Manitoba over 58% of water on Reserves were unsafe for drinking and/or required repairs. There were six Reserves that were high risk and 32 that required repairs.

This same report detailed that 2,145 of the 89,897 homes on Reserves had no water and that a further 4668 homes did not have access to sewage. The Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs said that Reserves’ water issues were similar to “third world drinking water problems.” Then Minister of Indian and Northern Affairs, Bob Nault, then announced funding increases for native water and wastewater systems over the next five years, and also explained that the goal was to raise standards, implement regulations and protocols necessary. These reforms were to provide for 65 new water projects on 62 Reserves.
Also in 2003, the Chrétien government set Aboriginal quality of life as a new goal, in part as a response to a survey that identified that Aboriginals and First Nations views of the Federal government had declined, with 34% (against 29% in 2001) of those surveyed stating that the performance of the Federal government was poor. The same survey indicated that Aboriginal budgetary priorities were education (70%), children (66%) and health care (63%).

These issues are still unresolved for many First Nations, who must still balance the books while trying to meet very basic infrastructure and well being demands of their communities. For instance, Chief George Kemp of Berens Rivers (Manitoba), a lawyer and band administrator for 5 years, explains that with nearly $5 million in debt, his band council is faced with a very difficult situation. Housing is in need of about $1.7 million in repairs and so is its $13 million water-treatment plan that burned down a year ago. The Band’s annual revenue stands at $16 million. But it needs to invest for $11 million in roads. It spends $8 million on band operations, six million to run the school and $2 million in social assistance. Also, it pays $1.3 million in interests on debts, and owes an additional $330,000 to Manitoba Hydro, and pays about $120,000 in funerals yearly.

Yet if administrators faced with similar issues, like Chief Kemp, do not balance the band annual budget, they lose all managerial control to an INAC appointed consultant. In other words, band administrators have limited autonomy, while facing a very demanding level of accountability, coupled with limited financial alternatives. Together, this creates conditions for more fiscal crisis, and possibly either Co-Management or Third-Party Management.

It is important to note that no other government in Canada is ever confronted with such drastic managerial procedures. There are no cases where local governments could possibly see all their administrative, legislative and judicial powers taken away, and given to one appointed official. This procedure is actually more characteristic of centralized states. For instance, it was still common in France in the late 1970s, where centrally appointed officials, the “prefects,” were able to overwrite any decisions taken by municipal councils, for any financial, administrative or technical reasons. In France, such procedures have been eased by decentralization laws but are still in force when local governments are unable to maintain a balanced budget.

Surprisingly, only 20% to 25% of all First Nations and other Aboriginal organizations in contract relation with INAC are actually managed by a Third Party. INAC publishes statistics regarding the Transfer of Payments Management System for the period of May 2002 to May 2006. The total number of recipient varies from 173 to 130 yearly. The numbers of Third Parties varies from 34 to 25. The number of Co-Managed varies from 54 to 42, and the number of Recipients varies from 90 to 63.

Looking at a three-year period in one Province may allow us to assess the frequency of these events. In Manitoba, for instance, in 2003, there were 11 bands in third-party management, 10 in co-management and 18 working within a remedial plan. In 2006,
there are only 4 managed by third-party, 18 co-managed and 13 under a remedial plan. However, those numbers add up to a significant portion of Manitoba’s 63 bands (39 in 2003 and 25 in 2006).

Similar trends are found when comparing data across Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta. In January 2003, a Federal report identified 79 bands were facing managerial issues. According to this report these bands were moved into Remedial Management plans, which strip control of their own finances. Not surprisingly, the leaders of many First Nations view these problems as resulting from under-funding not-mismanagement. For instance, Ken Young, who is the vice-chief of the Assembly of First Nations of Manitoba, argued, “there is not enough money to meet the needs of communities.” Other bandleaders expressed as well that they faced demands from all sides to meet the needs of their community, and they cannot, and that they must go into debt to make ends meet.

INAC states that most of the 600 Reserves across Canada are well managed, and that it is now able to identify those Reserves lagging behind and work with them on capacity. Often it is when the debt level of a Reserve is not manageable that the ministry contracts out this management. In fact INAC funds up to $7 million worth of contracts for the management of Reserves by outside experts. This applies especially to the worst cases, which involve about 33 Reserves across Canada. The cost of contracting out, however, has also been questioned. As noted by NDP aboriginal affairs critics Pat Martin, there are cases where outside managers are paid up to $30,000 per month to manage the affairs of a small Reserve. Furthermore, Phil Fontaine, the Manitoba native leader and Chief of the Assembly of First Nations, expressed the concern that outside consultants leave little behind when their job is done. The issue of capacity remains the same as before the management exercise.

A similar central issue, raised by Canada’s Federal Auditor general, is that INAC has failed to manage Third Party cases appropriately. The Federal Auditor underscored issues regarding the tender of consulting work. Other issues included inconsistencies of fees charged by INAC appointed consultants. Also noted was the lack of oversight by INAC. Furthermore, the Federal Auditor remarked that none of those three procedures actually enhanced the managerial capacity of the First Nations or Aboriginal organization. Third Party and Co-Management are procedures of financial control that are ill equipped to address human resource issues, for instance events where managerial and administrative skills are failing. More important, however, is the sheer number of First Nations councils and other organizations, that as a result of these funding procedures, are maintained in Federal “tutelage.” This administrative procedure raises questions regarding the autonomy of Canadian communities that have been granted constitutional rights of self-governance. Also, it is a surprising mechanism that does not fit with the fundamental principles of flexibility, decentralization, innovation and responsibility of Canadian Federalism. The following section documents recent changes that are deemed to enable First Nations and Aboriginal organizations to gain more financial autonomy and responsibilities, but while influencing the governance of Aboriginal policies.
In the end, it is through a veil of strict administrative control of rules and procedures that Ottawa justifies inadequate funding and inadequate equalization. In other words, in contradiction with the recognition of the principle of self-government, Aboriginal and First nations are told that they do not manage well enough their resources to either become autonomous, or to receive adequate funding levels. The following section documents this reality.

6- CONCLUSION

Aboriginal – Federal Fiscal Intergovernmental Relations

Since the publication of the 1996 five-volume report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples,31 the Government of Canada’s answer has been to offer to “work with Aboriginal governments and organizations” so as to provide more stable and predictable fiscal relations. Two parallel goals have accompanied this broad objective. First, Aboriginals and First Nations have to increase their accountability. Second they are to maximize their own revenue sources. Aboriginal governments are basically expected to increase their own financial autonomy, and consequently to develop their own sources of revenue, and to become more fiscally self-reliant.

The Federal Government reformed its funding mechanisms from the one-year to the five years funding arrangement. Today, about $1 billion yearly is committed in multi-year agreements, which is about 11 or 12% of all INAC funding. Also, the management of programs by Federal level organizations has expanded; for instance, the Aboriginal Cultural Friendship centres, and cultural education centres were transferred to their Federal head organizations. Finally, arguably the multi-year agreements are working on the basis of “clear funding formulas” to increase predictability of program services, and funding forecasting. The Federal government also initiated work to regroup its largest programs, particularly its Health Canada programs with those managed by INAC. Finally, inter-governmental tables are organized at the provincial level to insure stable, predictable, and fair transfers.

In turn, the Federal government has required that First Nation governments modernize accountability mechanisms to reach standards similar to those in use by other Canadian governments. These include making funding accountable to constituents and transparent across governments. Budgeting, reporting and auditing requirements have increased and are expected to become common practices across Canadian First Nations. And finally, Aboriginal governments have been expected to increase their own financial independence through economic development and other schemes leading to increased revenues.

The evidence presented above clearly suggests that institutional and administrative reforms have justified increasing pressure on Aboriginal communities. Federal policies assume that good governance comes first ignoring that funding levels are a fundamental element of this inter-governmental relationship. Centrally administered grants do not have to reduce the autonomy of Aboriginal communities, but could free them from their dependency on inexistent local economic wealth. While Federal level reforms are
organizing the future Aboriginal fiscal federalisms, it is clear that local daily issues remain. Not all First Nations are able to raise taxes. Many Reserves are isolated and inadequately connected to the global economy. Finding investors takes time, and may be difficult for some whereas others may be able to develop easily. Indeed despite these changes and for many years there will be many First Nations and other Aboriginal communities that will struggle with local issues of balanced budgets and basic resources to provide for increasing demands on services.

The Nature of the Aboriginal-Federal Fiscal Interaction and Governance

In considering the nature of First Nations-Federal fiscal interactions, it is clear when comparing the inter-governmental relations of Aboriginal communities and First Nations with other local governments in Australia, Germany or Canada that they are maintained in a very unforgiving administrative dependency. INAC, the arm of Federal policy, still determines whether an issue gets on the policy agenda, establishes the policy frameworks, points to policy choices, and then enforces the delivery of programs according to strict administrative guidelines. This system compares to the hierarchical centralized relationship that existed in France in the 1970s and Mexico in the 1980s.

This is an inter-governmental system that does not allow Aboriginal communities to properly articulate their social and economic development claims in the global economy. Decisions are not made at the local level. Centrally designed policies interfere with the principle of autonomy, efficiency and democratic accountability that dominate inter-governmental relations elsewhere in Canada.

However, ministerial departments do not need to base the administration of grant systems on inflexible conditions that lock Aboriginal communities into “straight jackets.” They could just as easily design program guidelines that foster local financial autonomy and equalize revenues, and redistribute wealth, and enhance local social and economic development. At this time, the inter-governmental system is controlling and increases economic dependency on local wealth, while also increasing political and managerial stress, all of which is unlikely to foster social and economic development.

Clearly, unresolved funding issues continue to plague Aboriginal fiscal inter-governmental relations. INAC primary focus is on administrative control and governance, and does not deal with the current conjuncture of funding needs. It ignores the structural deficits that are affecting band infrastructures and the delivery of social and education programs, all of which are fundamental tools of social and economic development.32

It is clear that Federal policies have been historically inadequate. Today, inter-governmental relations participate in maintaining Aboriginal and First Nations in social and economic underdevelopment. Numerous Provincial and municipal governments are aware of this situation, for instance, in July of 2006, the provincial premiers joined in the ranks of native leaders in an attempt to convince the Harper Conservative government to honour a liberal government commitment to pay $5.1 billion. The National Chief of the Assembly of First Nation, Phil Fontaine confirmed that he received strong support from
all 13 premiers and territorial leaders. The goal was to narrow the gap in areas as living standards, health care and education between aboriginals with other Canadians. The issue had to do with negotiations about the transfer of payments where Alberta and Ontario had each to contribute one billion.  

Those propositions, however, would only make a small dent in the current situation. Simply put, the Federal government should also start allocating as much funding to Aboriginal policy as it does to non-aboriginal Canadians and raise the per capita transfers by about 40%. The annual budget for First Nations would then reach about $10 billion, and the overall budget transfers for Aboriginal peoples of Canada would be closer to $13 billion than the current $9 billion. Justifications for such policy changes may be found in the 1996 Royal Commission report recommendations that have yet to be implemented. Political objectives that would want to increase parity or equity amongst all Canadians could also justify such policy changes. Finally, a central political reason should be to develop and create capacity for investment and growth. Local Aboriginal and First nation communities need to develop investments and capacity for economic development and growth, which also justifies such policy change.
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